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THE Reserve Bank's credit policy announced this week contains few sur
prises. Speaking in Madras a few weeks ago the Governor of the Re

serve Bank had indicated the broad lines on which the policy was likely to 
be framed and the latest announcement spells out. the details. The Governor 
referred to the new policy as one of selective liberalisation; it is equally one 
of selective restrict ion - not in the sense of selective credit controls as we 
have understood the term in India but of specifying areas where credit will 
be made tighter and the cost higher. 

The Governor, at his press conference called to explain the policy — 
incidentally, a practice to be com mended gave only the broadest 
indication of how much the magnitude of priority sector refinance would 
be, suggesting that of the Rs 200 crores or so of refinance, about 50 to 60 
per cent may he for these sectors. It would have been useful to have had 
a breakdown of this into the three component categories of priority sector 
retina nee. 

One cannot seriously quarrel with the choice of the priority sectors 
themselves, but a few questions may he asked. Why does the scheme of de
fence supply advances not take into account the working capital needs of 
defence production industries during the stage of production? The anomaly 
is the greater as this principle is partly conceded by packing credit for ex
ports obtaining refinance hut not export bills. Rupee export bills will . how
ever, continue to get refinance at the Bank Rate. The Chablani Working 
Group on the cost of export credit had in fact recommended an extension of the 
rupee hills scheme to all export bills but the Reserve Bank appears to have 
decided against it. It would he interesting to know why. As regards food-
grains advances to Governmental agencies the magnitude, of course, would 
depend on the procurement operations but if the scheme extends to all the 
agents of the Suite Government then its policing will present problems. 

Unless one can be sure that the total of finance under the priority sec-
tor refinances is going to be greater than what batiks might have obtained 
under the previous arrangement one cannot call this new policy one of libera
lisation, even on a selective basis. On the other hand, the Reserve bank 
has taken steps which clearly are in the direction of tightening. Thu all 
the priority sector borrowing will form part of hanks' borrowing from the 
Reserve Bank for computing the net liquidity ratio. In other words, a bank 
with a low liquidity ratio will he induced to borrow only for the priority 
sectors and not for others while for a bank with a high liquidity ratio, the 
new scheme does not confer any tangible benefit unless its net liquidity 
position goes down to 30 per cent. Further the Reserve Bank has enhanced 
the rate at which the cost of borrowing goes up, to 1 per cent from 1/2 per 
cent for every 1 per cent decline from 30 per cent in the net liquidity ratio 
on the entire non-priority sector borrowing. This represents a real squeeze 
alongside the continuance of the 10 per cent ceiling on advances rates. 
For the banking system as a whole the cost of borrowing from the Reserve 
Bank bids fair to be significantly higher than last year unless one were to 
assume that refinance for the priority sectors will account for the bulk of 
the central banks' accommodation. 

The net effect of this policy may well be to make credit not only cost
lier but tighter, though given the present economic situation — with the 
food position assuming greater gravity each day and budgetary operations 
adding to monetary pressures — such a policy is perhaps inescapable. At 
his conference with the press the Governor suggested that bank credit was 
expected to rise by about Rs 400 crores— or almost as much as last year. 
This would at first sight seem to be a larger figure than the situation war
rants. There will be the usual protests from vested interests that the cre
dit policy is unnecessarily harsh and wil l retard production. The fact, 
however, is that the impairment of production is more likely to come from 
a shortfall of raw material and other supplies, A free flow of credit under 
such circumstances can only worsen the situation. If the credit squeeze 
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